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“Under The Surface” presents new installation works by Bombay/mumbai-based artists anant joshi, tushar 
joag, and hema upadhyay, each exhibiting for the first time in Vienna at Krinzinger Projekte. the exhibition is a 
collaboration with chemould Prescott road, mumbai and the second show in a series focussing on contemporary 
art from india, that started in autumn 2008 with “india 1: Bangalore”. 

Anant Joshi, Tushar Joag, and Hema Upadhyay prioritize real, pressing problems of urban india in their 
practices, often through the disguise of playful imagery drawn from sources including popular cartoons, toy 
action figures, and comic book fantasy. in their installations conceived specifically for krinzinger Projekte, all three 
artists draw their viewers into subversive and cynical warnings on sinister realities lurking beneath attractive and 
fun surfaces – by using plastic or wooden toys and pop-up books as their primary medium.
 
Anant Joshi’s “tampering with the muse trap” is a multi-part installation composed of agglomerations of 
reworked plastic toys. joshi fashions the toys into semi-abstracted forms including a “Smiley castle” and a 
“Smiley tower,” with the plastic figure “Smiley” as joshi’s starring, ironic muse. melting the toys into new shapes 
disables their conventional function as entertainment for children and comments on the excessive waste and 
inanity of fabricating the toys in overheated and dangerous factory conditions in places like china and india. 
the series uses dramatic spectacle to convey joshi’s revulsion for the accepted, subtle violence and rituals of 
ordinary urban life.
 
Tushar Joag’s project builds on his work as an artist-activist through the mock corporation unicell that 
he “founded” in 2004. unicell publicizes common problems in Bombay by mimicking the problems of a 
single-bodied governmental bureaucracy, and publicizes fanciful solutions that could never be implemented. in 
these works, joag uses the form of colorfully illustrated, open pop-up books to comment on the irresponsible 
redevelopment of Bombay without consideration for the city’s heritage or socio-economic needs. when opened, 
“Suitcase of the urban Planner” shows a haunted replica of Bombay’s historic and central crawford market (a 
grand century-old wholesale market), which the government has recently threatened to move out of the city and 
into the fast developing satellite township of Bombay, known as “new Bombay.” . Shifting crawford market would 
result in the loss of thousands of jobs and revenue, and would be an irreparable loss for the city’s history.
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Hema Upadhyay’s practice confronts issues of displacement and belonging for an emigrant to Bombay, with 
her work often privileging impressions of the urban landscape and the performative gesture. in “cell,” upadhyay 
painstakingly constructs a large-scale abstract form from flat wooden puzzle pieces sourced in chinese markets. 
“cell” ironically denies the expectation that a completed puzzle should depict a recognizable image, instead 
highlighting the fragility, individuality, and mutability of each piece. Sourcing the pieces from china reflects on 
the changing capital and availability of imported goods in india, and the loss of one’s own identity in a global 
market. upadhyay’s construction at once evokes a womb-like “formless form” in which organic cells intermingle 
and adapt in the body, and a claustrophobic prison cell in which the viewer as consumer is locked into a role in 
a commercial market.
 
these interlinked projects explore the dynamic possibilities of krinzinger Projekte’s space, enticing viewers to 
engage the installations from multiple perspectives and distance so that what seems readable at first and on 
the surface as elements of fun and games are, on closer looking, provocations about personal boundaries/
identities, social/urban violence, and political action. together, these three artists compose a trenchant and 
subtle commentary on some of the most pressing anxieties facing urban india today, and offer an innovative 
context to see contemporary art from Bombay/mumbai in Vienna.

Beth citron
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